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Nokia PureBook Pro Productive all day

Available in two sizes and four colors

Specifications 

The Nokia PureBook Pro is a versatile laptop that seamlessly blends work, life and entertainment needs, with a simple
and fluid user experience.
The latest 12th Gen Intel   Core™ processor, combined with Windows 11, a full HD display, four speakers and a large touchpad 
make it a true productive device, easy to use, all wrapped up in a beautiful design.

Simply comfortable Simply beautifulSimply productive

Boosted by the latest 12th Gen Intel   Core™ 
processor, Windows 11, and upgradable
memory and storage, the Nokia PureBook Pro 
delivers seamless performance for your
increased productivity. 

The Nokia PureBook Pro offers all round 
comfort and ease of use with its large 
touchpad, backlit keyboard and fingerprint 
reader. Whether you are working, enjoying
a blockbuster or having a video call, it delivers 
an immersive multimedia experience.

Its minimalistic chassis with top aluminum 
cover and edge-to-edge display is an instant 
eye-catcher. Benefit from a modern selection 
of ports and a neat workspace for an 
uncluttered experience.
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Simply stylishSimply essential

Whether you want to stream, browse, chat or learn, the 
Nokia PureBook Lite with its latest generation specs and 
Windows 11 software is the essential tool to power through 
your day. 

Stand out in all circumstances with the Nokia PureBook Lite's 
smooth lines and narrow bezel, for a stylish and elegant look. 

14.1" 15.6"

Nokia PureBook Lite The essential laptop for the family

The Nokia PureBook Lite brings together keys specs in a sleek all-rounder laptop so all family members can easily carry out 
their daily tasks. For homework or leisure, enjoy all the versatility of a computer designed for all your home projects. 

Available in two sizes and three colors

Specifications 
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14.1"

Simply mobile

Boasting a slim 18.6mm design, weighing in at 
1.66 kg and featuring a touchscreen, you can 
take the Nokia PureBook Fold everywhere, to 
class, on public transport or on vacation. 

Simply effective

Complete with Windows 11, a keyboard, a 
touchpad and USB ports, the Nokia PureBook 
Fold delivers the full capabilities of a laptop to 
empower your productivity on the go.

Simply versatile

In laptop or tablet mode, the Nokia PureBook 
Fold adapts to every situation so you can 
seamlessly work, present assignments, watch 
content or stay in touch with your friends on 
your apps. 

Nokia PureBook Fold

The Nokia PureBook Fold packs productivity and portability, offering a single and smooth experience.
Intuitive and convertible, it adapts to any situation. At home or on the go, enjoy all the perks of an all-in-one Windows
tablet and laptop.

Available in one size and three colors

Specifications 

Two worlds, one device
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